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ASSOCIATE 
FEBRUARY 23, 2017

JOB POSTING: 

POSITION TYPE
Permanent Full Time

REPORTS TO
Senior Director, Philanthropy and Finance

APPLY TO
hr@cardus.ca

OVERVIEW
Love the thought of connecting Cardus’s cutting edge research to the goals of charitable 
foundations across the continent?  Cardus is hiring a Grants Associate, an individual who 
will be the backbone of our grants program. You’ll take the lead researching foundations for 
funding, compiling fundable projects from our research programs and publications, and will 
help us pitch them, writing applications, building relationships with foundation staff, and 
helping Cardus to persuasively share its vision rooted in 2,000 years of Christian social thought. 
The Grants Associate will also, from time to time, assist development staff with the drafting of 
letters, assembling of packages, and writing of reports as required. 

This full-time position is based in Cardus’s Hamilton, ON headquarters. 

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
RESEARCHING
• Identify and research suitable foundations, familiarize with the foundation’s goals, 

programs, requirements, etc.
• Connect with foundation staff, open doors for meetings and maintain relationships with 

key figures as required.
• Provide feedback to program and development staff on funding opportunities, funder 

interests, and how they might intersect with current or future programs.  

COMPILING
• Work with Cardus program directors and editors, under the direction of the Sr. Director of 

Philanthropy, to develop funding proposals from current and upcoming research.
• Provide lists of active projects to the development team for their use in soliciting major gifts.
• Provide feedback to program directors on ways to make research proposals more 

fundable, including a framework of deliverables, break apart larger programs into 
fundable pieces, etc. 



WRITING 
• Write compelling, succinct, and accurate grant applications outlining the outputs and outcomes 

of the proposal. Artfully communicate the excitement of a project to would-be funders. 
• Write letters, reports, or summaries on behalf of the development team for major donors, 

corporate gifts, or as required. 
• Assemble and submit grant packages, including letters, proposals, budgets, 

presentations, and financial statements. 
• Develop templates to streamline the grant writing and reporting process. 
• Persuasively communicate the organization’s mission and programs.  

RESPONDING
• Draft, coordinate, and submit reports on funded work.
• Ensure prompt acknowledgement of foundation gifts. 
• Communicate to the Sr. Director, Philanthropy on progress and outcomes at all stages of 

the funding process.  

RECORD KEEPING
• Track prospecting efforts, including building and maintaining leads in the Cardus 

database, maintain grant timeline calendars, and log all communications with potential 
foundation partners. 

• Keep clear, accurate records on the application process, including the filing of response 
letters, tracking report deadlines, and any relevant correspondence. 

QUALIFICATIONS
CORE REQUIREMENTS
• Undergraduate degree. 
• Strong writing, analytical, and research skills.
• Ability to organize own tasks while coordinating the work of others.
• Self-starter with the ability to work independently and as part of a team
• Able to engage practical and academic research and repackage it for the needs of any 

given application.
• Capable of advancing multiple proposals simultaneously in a timely fashion, ensuring 

deadlines are met and required materials submitted. 
• Experience using online databases and other sources to prospect potential grantors.
• Proficient with all Microsoft products such as Word, Excel, Power Point

ASSETS
• Grant writing experience with demonstrated success.
• A graduate degree in a research or related field.
• Social policy research experience.
• Financial literacy, especially with regard to project budgets and their relation to research.
• Experience working for a US or Canadian think tank. 
• Fundraising, including a history of asking for major gifts
• Experience with direct mail
• Direct sales experience
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